Direction to Missouri Western State University from Kansas City International Airport (MCI)

Follow I-29 north from Kansas City to St. Joseph. As you approach St. Joseph there are about 7 different exits for St. Joseph. Take exit 46A onto US-36 exit East toward Cameron (see map below and follow the arrows). Take the next immediate off ramp on your right and make a left turn onto Riverside Road at the end of the ramp (street light). Go through one street light and then make a left onto Mitchell Avenue at the second light. Turn right into the MWSU campus at the stop light (S.E. University Dr.) or at Griffon on the black marble entrance marker (Ronald Reed Jr. Way). Take a right at the stop sign onto Downs Drives. The Fulkerson Center will be on your left past the Hearnes Center (Library). You can be dropped off in the circle drive in front of the Fulkerson Center or park across the street in lot C.